A large fraction of the total set of proteins in a eukaryotic cell consists of intrinsically disordered proteins. A new model has been proposed to explain how such proteins may interact with their targets in a 'cooperative' manner.
Imagine being captured by a giant octopus which, though capable of holding you with only one tentacle at a time, tries to keep you from swimming away. As you break hold of one tentacle and start moving, you will find many more wiggling precariously ahead of you. Chances are you will have to spend a good amount of time in a dangerous proximity of the creature's mouth. It appears that some molecules may interact with one another in a similar fashion. As proposed by Klein et al.
[1] in a recent issue of Current Biology, disordered proteins which have multiple ligand binding sites can play the role of the octopus and retain a bound ligand long enough for some action to take place. The interesting consequence of this proposed interaction mechanism is the high sensitivity of the effective binding affinity to the number of binding sites in the disordered receptor ( Figure 1 ). The authors term this novel effect 'allovallency', from allo, the Greek root for 'other', and valency, the Latin root for power (here, binding power).
The biochemical network that motivated the new theoretical work of Klein et al. [1] is involved in regulating the cell cycle in the budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae. The G1-S transition initiated at the START checkpoint in S. cerevisiae is regulated by upregulation of the G1-specific cyclins -Cln1, Cln2 and Cln3 -which form complexes with the cyclin-dependent kinase Cdc28. The active Cln-Cdc28 kinases phosphorylate and thereby target for degradation the primary gate-keeper of START, Sic1 [2] . Sic1 is stable throughout the G1 phase suppressing cyclin expression, thus ensuring that inappropriate cyclin-dependent kinase activation does not take place.
Sic1 molecules that are phosphorylated on at least six distinct sites are specifically recognized by the Fbox protein Cdc4, which targets Sic1 for ubiquitination by the Cdc34-SCF ubiquitin ligase complex. Degradation of Sic1 allows the cell cycle to progress under the regulation of B-type cyclins. There are two remarkable features of Sic1 phosphorylation [3] : first, the phosphorylation at six distinct sites sets a sharp threshold for binding to Cdc4; and, second, Sic1 appears to be a highly disordered protein in the native state. The exact mechanism of such 'counting to six' within the context of a lack of defined tertiary structure has been the source of a considerable interest [4] . Now Klein et al. [1] offer a plausible mathematical model which can account for the sensitivity of Sic1-Cdc4 interaction to the degree of Sic1 phosphorylation.
Even though the importance of highly disordered proteins for functioning of multiple biochemical processes is widely acknowledged, they have remained something of a mystery. The staggering number of putative intrinsically disordered proteins in eukaryotes implies that a major re-evaluation of the concept of structure-function relationship in protein science is called for [5, 6] . Initial forays into classification of multiple kinds of possible disordered protein conformation have been made, indicating that various degrees of disorder are possible [7] . Fortunately, one of the commonly predicted conformations -a random coil -can be relatively easily modeled by a polymer chain that can bend and twist and rapidly explore all the available space, as long as it does not run into itself or other molecules.
A random coil is the most unstructured state possible. Two of the predicted properties of random coils -high accessibility to virtually any part of the molecule and relatively rapid, diffusion-like movement of all the constituent monomers within the volume occupied by the molecule -are used in the allovalency model [1] . In particular, it is assumed that the Cdc4 binding sites undergo diffusion-like motion within a sphere of certain size, and that Cdc4 is 're-centered' within this sphere following binding (Figure 1) . The disordered nature of Sic1 may also be required for efficient creation of Cdc4 binding sites by phosphorylation. Indeed, the high number of the resulting phosphorylated residues may indicate that they need to be highly In their experimental study of the same biochemical system, Nash et al. [3] proposed that phosphorylation of Sic1 by Cdc28 may occur in a multi-hit or distributive manner, thus ensuring that there is a sharp threshold in how Sic1 phosphorylation on six sites depends on Cdc28 concentration. Interestingly, however, the distributive phosphorylation mechanism would be mitigated by the allovalency effect. Indeed, according to the allovalency model, Cdc28 can also become 'trapped' by Sic1, in very much the same way as Cdc4 is trapped. Indeed, the multiple recognition and docking sites for Cdc28 present on Sic1 -at least nine, the number that is even higher than six sites required to trap Cdc4 -can increase the effective affinity for Cdc28, while allowing it efficiently to phosphorylate the targets in a single hit. Similar arguments can be made for how a phosphatase may act on phosphorylated Sic1. Whether some degree of non-processivity in activation is retained will probably depend on the two parameters that Klein et al. [1] found to determine the efficiency of allovalency: the mutual diffusion coefficient of the interacting molecules, and the on-rate of the binding of the ligand molecule to the target sites.
As a related note, the lack of distributive activation can also have a positive control side, for as predicted by modeling and confirmed experimentally for MAP kinase activation [9] , distributive activation can lead to a biphasic (bell-shaped) dependence of activity on the concentration of the activated molecule. Thus, if Sic1 were indeed activated in a highly distributive manner, then exceeding a threshold concentration of Sic1 -which may very well occur prior to START checkpoint -might result in it being very inefficiently phosphorylated by Cdc28, impeding the onset of the G1-S ransition. Allovalency can thus salvage the situation by controlling how processive the activation is.
The allovalency model bears some resemblance to models describing the re-capture of a ligand molecule by arrays of receptors on a cell surface that can lead to autocrine cell signaling. A number of deterministic and stochastic models of this phenomenon have been proposed (for example, see [10, 11] ), all agreeing that, depending on the concentration of the binding sites, the diffusion coefficient and the binding constants of receptor-ligand interaction, the probability of multiple rebinding events for a single ligand molecule can be substantial. The allovalency model, however, predicts a substantially stronger sensitivity on the number of binding sites, because of the randomness of movement of the binding sites in three-dimensions, in contrast to a ligand hopping from receptor to immobile receptor on a plane. Thus, the assumed disorder is quite important in restricting the number of systems to which the allovalency model can be applied.
One such system proposed by Klein et al.
[1] is transcription factor binding to DNA. Given the popular 'sliding' model of transcription factor-DNA interaction [12, 13] , in which a transcription factor molecule first binds to a non-specific DNA site and then slides in one dimension on the DNA molecule (instead of threedimensional diffusion in solution) in search of a specific binding site, the allovalency model may seem irrel-evant. Indeed, the allovalency model assumes multiple binding-dissociation events separated by free diffusion periods, whereas the sliding model is based on the 'reduction of dimensionality' effect, whereby an increase in the association constant is achieved through increasing the effective diffusion coefficient. It has been argued [14] , however, that an alternative scheme involving alternation of sliding and threedimensional diffusion periods might be closer to reality of the efficient transcription factor search for binding sites. The efficiency of finding the target site may thus increase with the complexity of the threedimensional DNA molecule geometry, for example, in a supercoiled structure. This would make the allovalency argument much more applicable, and perhaps pregnant with interesting insights into gene transcription mechanisms.
The utility of any mathematical model is in its predictive power and ability to conceptualize otherwise intractably complex phenomena. The allovalency model [1] has both these qualities. In spite of various assumptions made, some of which may be questionable, this model will likely change the way we treat interactions involving disordered proteins with multiple binding sites. As is stated at the end of another 'plausible' mathematical model of ultrasensitivity and cooperativity that proved to be immensely influential, "a general and initially simple relationship between symmetry and function may explain the emergence, evolution and properties of oligomeric proteins as 'molecular amplifiers', of both random structural accidents and highly specific … interactions" [15] .
